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Abst rac t - -Factor  space canes are discussed in details in this paper. First, naive thoughts of 
factor space canes are subscribed in order to have a clear notions about factor spaces and factor 
space canes. Second, melon-type factor space canes and chain-type factor space canes, two kinds of 
factor space canes, are introduced. Then switch factors and their growth relation are considered. At 
last, class partition and class concepts are studied that play important role on multifactorial fuzzy 
decision-making and representation f knowledge. (~ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. NA IVE  THOUGHTS OF FACTOR SPACE CANES 
Factor spaces [1] can offer a mathematical  frame of describing objective things and concepts. 
However, from the viewpoint of applications, as every mathematical  tool has its l imitation, factor 
spaces have also certain l imitation. For example, for any factors f and g, f and g cannot always 
be permitted in the same factor space. Assuming f = lifeness and g -- sex, if f and g can be put 
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into the same factor space, then there is the disjunction operation between f and g. Clearly f 
and g can be regarded as independent. Let h = f V g. The state space of h is that, 
X(h)  = Z( f  V g) = X( f )  × X(g)  = {life, lifeless} x {male, female} 
-- {(life, male), (life, female), (lifeless, male), (lifeless, female)} 
= {life • male, life • female, lifeless • male, lifeless • female}, 
where x .  y (for example, x -- life and y -- male so that x • y -- life • male) is a compound word 
that means that it is of the both meaning of x and y. It is easy to recognize that lifeless • male 
and lifeless • female are meaningless. How can we talk about sex of a stone? So we should not 
put such f and g into the same factor space. In fact, sex is a factor of biological matter while 
the hierarchy of the factor lifeness being in is higher than the hierarchy of sex. Thus, "hierarchy" 
will be an important relation between factors, which is one of the backgrounds of factor space 
canes. 
We start from an example to see what is a factor space cane. Now we consider the concept 
"people". Let V(people) be the set of all factors concerned with people, where there is a factor 
f0 = sex E V(people). Clearly its state space X(fo)  = {male, female}. By using f0, people can 
be classified into two classes "men" and "women". Of course, the concepts "men" and "women" 
are "subconcepts" of the concept "people". 
Let V(men) be the set of all factors concerned with men, and V(women) be the set of all 
factors concerned with women. V(men) and V(women) can be regarded as the families of factors 
induced by f0 (see Figure 1). 
V(people) 
~ n  female 
) 
V(men) 
Figure 1. The structure like "cane". 
As men (women) are people, the factors concerned with people must he concerned with 
men (women). This means that V(people) C V(men) and V(people) C V(women). On  the other 
side, people, with respect to sex, has just two classes: men and women. So V(men)A V(women) -- 
V(people), i.e., the factors concerned with people are just the common factors concerned with 
men and women. Generally speaking, the more concrete a concept, the bigger the family of 
factors concerned with the concept is. 
Moreover, V(men)\V(people) is the family of factors concerned only with men, and V(women)\  
V(people) is the family of factors concerned only with women. Therefore, 
(V(men) \ V(people)) A (V(women) \ V(people)) = 0. 
As a concept is classified into some subconcepts, the factors concerned only with every sub- 
concept are new factors based on the "old" factors concerned with the concept. For instance, if 
the concept "people" is classified into "men" and "women", then V(men) and V(women) are the 
families of new factors being the opposite of the factors in V(people) (see Figure 2). 
F'igure 2. The growing of families of factors. 
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We now consider where is the place of factor f0 = sex being in. Because fo E V(people), 
f0 e Y(men) n Y(women) so that fo ~ (Y(men) \ V(people)) U (Y(women) \ Y(people)), which 
means that there is no place of fo in the families of factors concerned only with men or women. 
It is easy to understand that f0 has respectively only one state "male" or "female" corresponding 
to "men" or "women", that is to say, here there is no change in the state space of f0- In other 
words, f0 is a trivial factor this moment. Of course the states of f0 have also no change in 
V(men) or V(women). However, for the convenience of expression, f0 can be kept in V(men) 
and V(women). But if assuming f0 ~ V(men) U Y(women), the case is not very complicated. 
Then there is the expression: 
V(people) \ {fo} = V(men) n V(women). (1) 
So clearly f0 ¢ (V(men) \ V(people)) tA (V(women) \ V(people)). That is to say, the "stretch" 
{V(men),V(women)} on Y(people), induced by f0, will satisfies expression (1), when fo is 
deleted. 
There are two ideas to consider factor space canes. Thus, the next two sections will introduce 
two forms of factor space canes. 
2. MELON-TYPE  FACTOR SPACE CANES 
The families of factors uch as Y(people), V(men), Y(women), V(men)\Y(people), Y(women)\ 
V(people), etc., mentioned above, generally satisfy the definition of factor spaces (mainly are 
Boolean algebra structures), although they have not been proved to be "the sets of factors" 
defined in factor spaces. In fact, we always make use of the families of factors to generate the sets 
of factors. For instance, if we can find all atomic factors in V(people), denoted by ~r(people), and 
set F(people) = :P(~r(people)), then F(people) is just a set of factors. So not losing generality, 
we can assume that the families do be the sets of factors. Thus, we can make use of them to 
form factor spaces. 
Write F1 A V(people) and we have a factor space with respect o "people", denoted by [people] 
{X(f)}(/egl)- And set Fl l  A V(men) \ V(people) and F12 A V(women) \ V(people), we also 
have two factor spaces, [men] ~ {X(f)}(/eF1,) and [women] -~ {X(f)}(.feF~2). Let us suppose 
that there exists such a factor f .  = childbirth in F12, where X(f.) = {childbirthable(women), 
childbirt hless(women) }. 
The family of factors concerned with concept "childbirthable women" is denoted by V(child- 
birthable). Similarly we have V(childbirthless). Clearly, V(childbirthable) n V(childbirthless) =
V(women). As mentioned above, V(childbirthable) \ V(women) is the family of factors con- 
cerned only with childbirthable women, and V(childbirthless) \ V(women) is the family of factors 
concerned only with childbirthless women. Naturally, 
(V(childbirthable) \ V(women)) A (V(childbirthless) \ V(women)) = 0. 
If setting 
F121 A V(childbirthable) \ V(women) and F122 ~ V(childbirthless) \ V(women), 
as shown in Figure 3, two families of factors F121 and F122 are stretched out from F12. So we get 
two factor spaces: 
[childbirthable] ~- {X(f)}(leF~2,), [childbirthless] -~ {X(f)}(/eF~22). 
If the symbol [ • ] is regarded as a "melon", where "." stands for a word or sentence, such as 
"men", "women" and "childbirthless", etc., then these melons can be linked together to form a 
cane (see Figure 4), which is why we call them factor space canes. 
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Figure 3. The stretching of the set of factors. 
[men] @ ~women]  
[childbirthable] 0 0 
[childbixthless] 
Figure 4. A melon-type factor space cane. 
When we discuss general properties of people, we can make use of the factor space [people]; 
when we discuss the properties of women, we can make use of the factor space [women] based on 
[people] ;when we discuss the properties of childbirthable women, we can make use of the factor 
space [childbirthable] based on [women] and [people]; and so on. For a melon-type factor space 
cane to describe concepts or things is from general to concrete, by using "step by step", where 
every "melon" is of relatively independence. 
3. CHAIN-TYPE  FACTOR SPACE CANES 
We all know that iron chains are such a kind of utensils that they are formed by means of one 
ring linked by another. They have an essential characteristic that only one ring can not be called 
a chain while some rings to be linked together by means of certain form such as one ring liked 
by another can be called a chain. Chain-type factor space canes have also such characteristic. 
However they are more complicated than the chains mentioned above. They are a kind of tree- 
type chains. 
For we have make use of [ • ] to stand for a factor space in a melon-type factor space cane, and 
for difference, an new symbol (.) will be used to stand for a factor space in a chain-type factor 
space cane. 
Write F~ ~ Y(people)(= F1), F~I & Y(men), F~2 a Y(women), F~21 A Y(childbirthable), and 
F~22 A_~ V(childbirthless). From the sets of factors, we can form the following factor spaces: 
{people) & {X(f)}(yeF{), 
{women) _a X -- { (f)}(feF,2), 
( ) {x(f)}< men = lEFt1)  , 
(childbirthable) & {X(f)}(/~FI2~), 
(childbirthless) ~ {X(f)}(Y~F~22). 
These factor spaces can form a chain,type factor space cane shown in Figure 5. 
<women> 
<men>~ . . . .  -.- _ <childbirthless> 
~ [childbirthless] 
/ /~ .  _ ~t  ) [childbitthable] 
<childbir thable> 
Figure 5. A chain-type factor space cane. 
In Figure 5, the lines of dashes mean that the rings are formed one body. Except "initial ring" 
{people/, every ring itself can not form a factor space, while that a ring is linked with the rings 
being upper than it to form one body can be a factor space. Clearly [ • ]-type factor spaces and 
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= [people], (men) --- [people] U [men], 
= [people] U [women], 
= (women) U [childbirthable] = [people] U [women] U [childbirthable], 
-- (women) U [childbirthless] = [people] U [women] U [childbirthless]. 
From these relations, we can know that a chain-type factor space cane seems to be a trunk of 
cactus, where every "path" of it (for example, [people]--~ [women]--~[childbirthable]) can form 
a factor space. There is a characteristic: the more concrete the concepts to be described (for 
instance, "people" ---* "women" ~ "childbirthable"), the bigger the capacity (dimension) of the 
factor spaces describing these concepts (for example, (people) C (women) C (childbirthable) C 
• . . )o  
4. SWITCH FACTORS AND GROWTH RELAT ION 
The forming of a factor space cane depends on a kind of special factors such as f0(= sex) and 
f .  (-- childbirth) that we have considered. Such a special factor can be regarded as a shunt switch 
(see Figure 6 and Figure 7). 
~\[people] ~ t " 
0 -. i 0 
\ z 1 
~o o o X2 ~i [men] [women] 
Figure 6. f0 as a shunt switch. Figure 7. A general switch factor f. 
I 
As a matter of fact, any factor f can be regarded a switch factor, where each state of it, 
x E X(f) ,  is a contact point of the "switch". Of course, in applications, the switch factors with 
infinite contact points are almost useless. So we always assume that a switch factor has only 
finite states (contact points). 
Let f = lifeness and g = sex, must be biological matter, D(g) C D(f) and f(D(g)) = {life}. 
From this special case, we have a general growth relation about factors. 
For a given left pair (U, V], and for any f, g E V, we call factor f growing factor g, denoted by 
f ~ g, if D(f) D n(g) and there exists x E f(D(f)) such that f(D(g)) = {x}. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let factor f = clothes kind, and factor g = trousers length. Clearly, 
X(f)  = {jacket, trousers, overcoat, shirt, . . .  }, 
Z(g) : {30, 40, . . . ,  120}, (unit:am). 
We take the universe as U = {all clothes}. Naturally D(f) = U. It is easy to know that 
D(f) D D(g) = {all trousers} and f(D(g)) = {trousers}. Hence, f ~ g. 
NOTE. The zero factor 0 cannot be grown by any factor, because D(0) = 0 so that (V f E V) 
( f (D(0))  = 0). Conversely, it is easy to prove that the zero factor can not grow any factor. 
Given a left pair (U, V], an ordered relation _D in V is defined as follows: 
fD_g ~ f"...~g or f=g 
For the convenience of discussion, we always assume that, for any nonzero factor f ,  it has at 
least two states, i.e., IX(f)[ _> 2. 
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PROPOSITION 1. (V, _~) is a partial ordering set. 
PROOF. The reflexivity holds obviously. We prove the transitivity as follows. 
In fact, let f _~ g _~ h. If f = g or g = h, naturally f _D h holds. Assume f ~ g ¢ h. Then 
D(h) C D(g) c D( f ) ,  and there exists x • f (D( f ) ) ,  such that f (D(g))  = {z}. From the note 
mentioned above, we know h ¢ 0 so that D(h) ¢ ~. Thus, f (D(h) )  ~ ¢. But f (D(h) )  C f (D(g)) .  
Therefore, f (D(h) )  = {x}, i.e., f _D h. This proves the transitivity. 
Now, we prove the antisymmetry. Let f, g • V with f ~ g. We only need to prove the following 
expression: 
f _~ -~(g _~ f)  (2) 
because it means that the antecedent (premise or condition) of the proposition does not hold so 
that the consequent (consequence) is always true. In fact, from f _~ g, we know 
D(g) C D( f )  and (3x • f (D( f ) ) ) ( f (D(g) )  = {x}). 
Since IZ(f) l  ~_ 2, there exists y • X( f )  with y ¢ x such that (3u • D( f ) ) ( f (u )  = y). Clearly u 
is not in relation to g, i.e., R(u,g) = O. This means that D( f )  ~ D(g). Hence, g _~ f does not 
hold. | 
Now, we make use of the growth relation to define switch factors. 
Given a left pair (U, V], a factor f • V is called a switch factor, if X( f )  -- {Xl, x2 , . . . ,  x~) and 
there exist gi • V (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n), such that 
f D_ gi, f (D(gi))  = {xi}, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
denoted by f : {gi}(l<_i<n). When n = 2, the switch factor f is called a simple switch factor. 
The set of all switch factors in V is denoted by W. 
Clearly, (W, _D) is a partial ordering subset of (V, _~), which plays an important role in the 
discussion of factor space canes. 
5. CLASS PARTITION AND CLASS CONCEPTS 
Given a left pair (U,V], for any switch factor f E W, where f : {gi}(l<i_<n) and X -= 
(x l ,x2 , " - ,xn} ,  clearly f - l (x i )  = {u c U I f (u  ) = xi} (i = 1,2,- . .  ,n) are a partition of D(f ) ,  
called f-class partition. Every f - l (x i )  is called a xi-class, and the concept for its extension to 
be such a class is called a class concept. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let the factor f -- lifeness which is a switch factor for X( f )  = {life, lifeless}. Thus, 
f -  1 (life) and f -  1(lifeless) forms, respectively "life-class" and "lifeless-class", i.e., biological class 
and nonbiological class. 
NOTE. We have pointed out a viewpoint hat a factor f E V can be regarded as a mapping 
f : D( f )  ) X ( f ) ,  and for convenience, f is always extended as 
f(u),  u E n ( f ) ,  
f :U ) X ( f ) ,  u L } 
O, u e U \ D( f ) ,  
where 0 is the empty state. Based on the properties of 0 (see [1]), we have 
x( f )  = {z l ,x2 , . . .  ,x~} = {e, Z l ,Z~, . . . ,x~}.  
If set x0 ~ 0, then f - l (x i )  (i -= O, 1,.. .  ,n) also forms a partition of U, where f - l (x0)  -- f - l (0 ) .  
In fact, 0-class is useless in the partition of U with respect o f .  
According to the above wording, every switch factor f : {gi}(l<_i<_n) decides a partition of U. 
And the partition decides an equivalent relation, denoted still by f .  In other words, a switch 
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factor can be regarded an equivalent relation on U so that we can get a quotient set U \ f = 
{[u]l [ u E U}, where [u]s is anequivalent class for u being its representative element. Of course, 
CEU\ f  ¢==~ (3 iE{0 ,1 , . . . ,n}) (C=f - l (x i ) ) .  
If we set ~4(U, W) = U U \ f ,  then we clearly have 
few 
A(U,W) = {C I (3 f  E W,f  : {gi}(l~_i~_n)) (C = f - l (x i ) )  } , 
which is the all classes decided by W, called W-class family. 
For any class C E A(U, W), write 
V(C) ~- {f  E V [ n ( f )  D C}, E(C) ~ {f  E V [ Cn  D(f) ¢ 0}. 
It is easy to prove that the following three expressions hold: 
v(c) = A v(u), E(C) = LJ v(u), u(c) : E(C), 
uEC uEC 
where V(u) a= V({u}). In fact, V is just the family of common factors with respect o the objects 
in the class C. 
In order to analyze V, we first study for a left pair (U, V] having what structure. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (U, V] be a left pair. Then 
(1) for any factor g, if there exists f E V such that f >_ g, then g E V, 
(2) for any factor f and g, if f e V, then f i g E V, 
(3) f, geY~f -geY ,  
(4) f, geY~ fVgeY .  
PROOF. 
(1) If g = f or g = 0, then naturally g E V. If f > g, there exists a nonempty set Y ~ {8}, 
such that X( I )  = X(g) x Y. Thus, for any u E D( / ) ,  we have f(u) = (x, y) E Z(g) x Y 
which means that u is in relation to g, i.e., R(u,g) = 1. Hence, g E V. 
(2) This is a direct conclusion of (1). 
(3) Based on the definition of the difference of two factors: h = f - g if and only if h A g = 0 
and ( f  A g) V h = f ,  we easily know f _> f - g. Then from (1), we get f - g E V. 
(4) By means of X( I  V g) = X( f  - g) x X( f  A g) x X(g - f), we know that the states of 
f V g are in relation to the states of f - g, f A g, and g - f .  Then from the clear fact for 
the states of f - g, f A g, and g - f being in relation to the states of f and g, we have 
fVgEV.  I 
NOTE. The cases (2) and (4) of Proposition 2 can be easily extended into infinite cases as follows: 
{fti(teT) C V ~ A St, V it E V. 
tET tET 
Furthermore, if set 1 A V fev  f and (Vf E V) (fc A 1 - f ) ,  then we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. (V, V, A, c, l ,  0) is a complete Boolean algebra. 
It is worthy to point out that, for a left pair (U, V], VteT ft may be meaningless relative to 
applications for a family {ft}(teT) C V. For example, when f = lifeness and g -- sex, from the 
discussion of Section 5, f V g is meaningless. But the "meaningless" in applications may not 
hinder the formal work in mathematics: However, for the need of applications, we should give 
the following definition. 
A left pair (U, V] is called normal, if it satisfies the condition: For any family of factors 
{ft}(teT) C V, 
V ft being meaningless ~ (2 s, t E T)(fs ).~ ft). (3) 
tET 
We can always assume that any left pair here is normal. 
For V(C), it is easy to prove the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 3. For any class C • A(U, W), we have 
(1) (v /e  v(c)) (vg • y \ {0}) (f > g ~ g • y(c)), 
(2) {ft}(t~T) C V(C) ~ hteT ft, Vt~T f~ • V(C), 
(3) f ,g•Y(C)~ f -g•Y(C) .  
COROLLARY. If set 1 A Vfey(c) f and (V f • V(C)) (fc A 1 - f ) , then (V(C), v, A, c, 1, 0) is a 
complete Boolean algebra. 
For need, we now introduce a result in set theory. 
Given a set G, take a family of subsets of G, {Gh}(heH), and take a family of subsets of H,  
{H(t))(tEH). The following expressions hold: 
From above four expressions, we easily know the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4. For any family of classes {Ct}(teT) C A, we have 
(1) E(O~ev C,) = U,cr E(C,); 
(2) E(f3tev C,) c f3~r E(C,); 
(3) Y(Ute T Ct) = N,er y(c~);  
(4) VT(N~ c,) ~ U~ y(c~). 
NOTE. A class C E .A(U, W) is a subset of U, which is often the extension of a certain concept a. 
The class regarded as the extension of a concept c~ may be denoted by Ca. If C'  E A(U, W) is 
the extension of another concept/3, it should be denoted by C~. However, for convenience, C~ is 
also denoted by C a. If Ca is regarded as a whole body, we may not confuse "C" of Ca and "C" 
of Ca. 
Given classes Ca, Ca e .A(U, W), if Ca D C a, then Ca is called a upper class of Ca, and C a 
is called a subclass of Ca. From these, we can call concept c~ a upper concept of concept/3, and 
call/3 a subconcept of a. 
PROPOSITION 5. For any classes Ca, C a, C.y • .A(U, W), if~3 is a subconcept of c~, then 
(1) y(ca) c y(ca); 
(2) i£ Ca = C a t_J C.y, then V(Ca) = Y(Ca) N V(C.y), and satisfies the following condition: 
(v(ca) \ v(ca)) n (v(c~) \ v(ca)) = O. 
PROOF. Obviously (1) is true. And (2) is a direct result of the (3) in Proposition 4. | 
Proposition 1 means that the common factors of a upper concept must be the common factors 
of its subconcept, conversely it is not true. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let c~,/3, and V stands respectively for concept "people", "men", and "women". 
Clearly a is a upper concept of/3 and % If take factor f = "age", then f is a common factor 
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of Ca,  and also is a common factor of C~ and C~. But if take factor g = "big beard" ,  then g is 
a common factor of C~ but  not a common factor of Ca. Therefore, factors may appear  "fractal 
phenomenon" (see F igure 3). 
Clearly, we may not describe such fractal phenomenon in one factor space, but  we can make 
use of different factor space in a factor space cane to deal with different class. This is one of basic 
tasks of factor space canes. 
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